frequently asked questions

Farm Bureau Health
Coverage Plans
•

What are Farm Bureau Plans?
Farm Bureau Plans (FBPs) are affordable health care options offered by a state’s Farm Bureau to its
members. These plans are not traditional insurance, and instead provide an alternative choice for
those who cannot afford other options on the insurance market.

•

Is a FBP insurance?
No. Because plans are not considered “insurance” the Farm Bureau is able to evaluate the health
situation of each individual and develop plans and premiums to suit their individual needs.

•

How much do FBPs cost?
On average, across several states, FBPs have 30 to 50 percent lower premiums compared to similar
individual market plans, with some enrollees receiving even greater savings.1 The cost to the state to
implement these plans is minimal to non-existent.

•

Why would a Farm Bureau want to offer this benefit to members?
Farm Bureau members have asked for relief from onerous health care costs. Since ObamaCare was
rolled out in 2013, premiums have more than doubled in the individual market.2 Deductibles also
have increased considerably over the same time period.3

•

What benefits do FBPs offer?
FBPs are not insurance, making them exempt from many of the regulatory requirements contained in
insurance law. However, the plans still offer robust sets of benefits. In every state that has implemented
FBPs, they include options for comprehensive coverage with reasonable monthly costs, free or lowcost preventative care, prescription drug coverage, telehealth services, dental and vision care
options, a health savings accounts (HSA) for qualified High Deductible Health Plans (HDHPs), and
most offerings have no annual or lifetime limits.4 Unlike with individual market plans, participants can
enroll at any time.5

•

Who do FBPs cover?
Any state Farm Bureau member under the age of 65 can apply for FBP coverage.6 The plans are
typically attractive to those who do not qualify for either Medicaid or ObamaCare premium subsidies.
The cost to become a state Farm Bureau member is the annual fee (e.g., $30 per year in Tennessee).7
Many state Farm Bureaus offer FBPs in every single county, creating an option for rural Americans who
have extremely limited access to existing insurance plans.8
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•

Do all who apply receive coverage?
Almost all individuals applying for FBPs receive coverage. While not a fit for everyone, these plans
represent a more affordable option. They are most likely to attract individuals who would otherwise be
uninsured. According to a fiscal analysis from Iowa, an estimated 83 percent of those covered by FBPs
would otherwise go without insurance.9
FBPs add another option for rural Americans, who often lack choices in affordable health coverage.10
FBPs may not be the right choice for all individuals but can help those whos would not be able to
purchase insurance due to continually rising costs. In Tennessee, for example, nine out of 10 that
apply for a FBP receive coverage.11
Each applicant will be individually rated based on their medical history. For some they may have
a waiting period for conditions diagnosed prior to obtaining coverage under a health care benefit
plan.12 This is to underscore that these plans are for committed members of the Farm Bureau.
Similarly, ObamaCare has a limited open enrollment period to prevent enrollees from waiting till they
get sick to buy insurance. As a result, if an individual misses the open enrollment period, and does not
have a qualifying life event, then they must remain uncovered until the next open enrollment period.
But unlike the federal law, Farm Bureau members can sign up for coverage any time of year.
In Tennessee, for example, once an enrollee has become a member of the Farm Bureau, received
coverage, and is paying their premiums, the coverage has guaranteed renewability, and members
can keep coverage till they turn 65 and become Medicare eligible.13

•

Are these different from how large companies in our state offer coverage?
FBPs are basically run the same as any self-funded plan already being offered in the state by a
medium- to large-sized employer to its employees. If a policymaker is comfortable with how those
plans are run, they should have no issue with Farm Bureau plans.

•

What happens if a member gets sick? Will they lose coverage?
In Tennessee, for example, once members are accepted and they continue to pay their membership
and premiums, they will keep their coverage. Their coverage is never dropped because of medical
claims.14 Most plans have no annual or lifetime limits.15 In most cases, plans can only be terminated
if a premium is not paid, a member requests cancellation, membership is not renewed, or misrepresentation is used during the application process.

•

Will FBPs pull members from the exchanges?
No, as almost all exchange enrollees are receiving federal subsidies, they will not join a FBP as
subsidies are only available on the exchange.16 In Iowa, four out of five who were projected to sign up
were uninsured.17 In Tennessee, where the longest existing FBP operates, there are more issuers on the
exchange compared to most other neighboring states.18 In other words, the FBP has not adversely
impacted the insurance market because many of the FBP members would be uninsured otherwise.
There has been some thought that the FBP might make the rest of the insurance market healthier as
FBPs cover many older and more expensive rural Americans and prevent them from waiting to pick up
exchange coverage when they get sick, or from going on Medicaid if they stop working.19
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•

How does someone join a Farm Bureau?
Each state has different membership requirements, but generally it requires being involved in or
supporting agriculture and paying annual dues. Farm Bureaus do not pursue a health plan to offer
coverage to all members of the public; rather, they do so to benefit their current members, many of
whom are unable to find affordable coverage elsewhere.
Farm Bureaus are private, membership organizations that support agriculture. As such, their members
are largely in rural areas and either actively farm or work in the broader agriculture industries. FBPs
can be a tremendous asset to each state through lowering the number of uninsured consumers—
especially in rural areas—but lawmakers should bear in mind that these plans are self-funded plans
for a private, membership organization.
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